[Properties of benzodiazepine receptors of the cerebral cortex of rats with various degrees of ethanol preference].
Comparative study of [3H]-flunitrazepam binding to brain cortex benzodiazepine receptors was performed in rats with different preference to ethanol divided into following groups: 1, rejecting 15% ethanol which was not accessible for 3 months; 2, preferring 15% ethanol freely accessible for 3 months; 3, preferring alcohol and having free access to it except for the last 24 h before decapitation; 4, preferring ethanol not accessible for 3 months. Considerable fall in benzodiazepine receptor affinity was detected in Group 4 as compared to Group 1 (alpha = 0.012; p less than 0.01). The corresponding numbers of [3H]-flunitrazepam binding sites were not different. The data were nonuniform in Groups 2 and 3. Comparison between the two populations substantially different in preferring (Groups 2, 3, 4) and rejecting (Group 1) ethanol reflects the general trend of reduction on the benzodiazepine receptors affinity in preferring rats. This can be a part of biological basis for shaping the craving for alcohol.